
Regard to your use of our luggage storage service, please read and accept the terms 

and conditions of the following described, if you do not agree you cannot be allowed 

to use the service. 

 

①Prohibited items include: 
Valuables (cash, jewelry, precious metals, etc., and anything you determine to be 
valuable), raw goods, fragile things, foods (cold storage, freezing, etc.), living 
materials, animals, plants, firearms and swords, explosives (including items that are 
a fire risk), odor (stench) of certain things, filthy things, stolen goods, human 
remains, poisons and other things we determine to be unsuitable for our storage 
service.  

②Upon using the luggage storage service, if we determine that it is necessary, with 
the customers consent, we are justified to check the luggage including contents. 
You cannot use the service if you don’t accept this request. In addition, if we 

determine that there may be items unsuitable for our service, we may examine the 
stored luggage without customer's consent.  

③Our business hours are from 9：00am to 5：30 pm , and you can only deposit or 
pick up your luggage during our business hours. In case you extend your storage 
time, fees are charged by the day. We will dispose of the luggage. 

④We will dispose of the luggage, if you do not pick up your luggage within 30 days of 
the deposit date 

⑤We will not be liable or responsible for any failure to perform, or delay in 
performance of, any of our obligations under these Terms that is caused by an 
event outside our control, including natural disasters, third party attacks, or in the 
case we are legally obligated 

⑥In the case of all the compensation amount caused by our company's 
responsibility, assessed by market price up to the lower of the declared price or 
300,000 yen, one yen． 

⑦You will be responsible to compensate any loss to us or third parties through your 
conduct, intentionally or negligently, or by not complying the terms and conditions. 

⑧We may change terms and conditions at our discretion. 



Luggage storage service  Price list 

 

 

                       

Large：1Day￥900/pc           

（①＋②＋③＝201～300ｃｍ） 

 

Medium：1Day￥500/pc           

（①＋②＋③＝121～200ｃｍ） 

 

Small：1Day￥300/pc           

（①＋②＋③＝120ｃｍ） 

 

③    
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